












































D&" B}IIMBJhO AMBEDKAB LAI[/ UNMEB,SITY,

JAIPU&

Academic Council meeting dated 06-06-2A2l

Reframed minutes of Agenda l{o.2 :-

The minutes of Academic Council were circulated vide Letter

no.F.5I(23)Acad.t/ALUl202A-2112471-79 dated 10.A3-2A21. However in vier,v of the

mail received from Prof'. Suresh Kumar Agarwal w-ith regard to Agenda No" 02 "To

consider the adoption/ implementation and approval of uniform syllabus for

academic programmes to be conducted by various Law Colleges of the State of

Rajasthan affiliated with the Universify from the Academic Session 202A'21

onwards" the resolution is reframed as belou':

The Academic Council of the University while appreciating the efforts made

by the university administration, observed that the syllabus has been

formulated meticulously and meets the present requirements and the

syllabus formulated with the concurrence of BoIVI is approved tly Academic

Council. Further, as observed by one of the members, the committee

consists of members only from Law faculty and as such it needs additionaliy

members from History, Political Scienceo Englisho Sociology etc.

The observations made by the Memtrer were acknowledged and it was

explained that it is a fact that the syllabus for law programmes has been

revised thoroughly, but for Humanities and Social Sciences the syllabus
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being taught at the University of Rajasthan has lreen adopted at this

juncture. Further, considering the importance of the inputs of the Hon'ble

Member it was also resolved that in future, while revising the syllatrus,

incorporation of members from the above mentioned faculties will also be

ensured.

The observations made by the Member with regard to terminology,

concepts, linguistic etc. were noted and it was resolved that the same will be

taken care of by the university administration.

The observations made by the Member with regard to inclusion of Indian

Ethics and Laws were noted and it was resolved that it will be incorporated

in due course.

The syllabus formulated for LL.M one year course of the finiversity for its

residential programmeo which is ongoing with the concurrence of BoM is

approved by Academic Council.

U-
Raj Narain Sharma, nrs

Registrar
Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar Law' Liniversity

Jaipurfi^"^,I
Dr. Dev Srfi;m'*"
Vice-Chancellor

Dr. Bhimrao Ambedkar Law University
Jaipur
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